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Abstract. This article describes several BERT-based supervised classi-
fication strategies submitted to Fake News Detection in Spanish Shared
Task, where the sources of data are news annotated as fake or real. In
our experiments, the systems were trained exclusively with the official
datasets provided by the organizers of the shared task, without making
use of any other source of information. The best system turned out to be
a hybrid strategy that combines sentence similarity with some linguistic
heuristics.
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1 Introduction

The widespread use of social media and e-communication platforms pushed peo-
ple to rely on them as the main source for information. Unfortunately, an ab-
normal amount of fake news, rumours and disinformation has overflowed social
media, with the aim of drawing the attention of their users to shape their opin-
ions and judgments [10]. Fake news and all kind of disinformation can have
dramatic effects on countries, businesses, and people on various levels, whether
political or economically [2].

Many approaches have been proposed to identify the authenticity of pub-
lished news on social media and e-communication platforms. Some of these ap-
proaches rely on the users of the platforms. For example, Facebook urges their
users to report suspicious news or comments [14], and even makes uses of profes-
sionals to manually checks the reported comments and news published on their
platform. The manual fact checking process also has been used by many other
fact-checkers, journals and organizations to discover questionable news, however,
this manual method is a waste of human efforts because of the huge amount of
news published every second on social media [7]. Accordingly, automating the
detection of fake news has caught the attention of researchers in academia and
industry particularly after the incident of the American elections in 2016.
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The use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques with machine
learning and deep learning methods for the detection of fake news can help to
stop or at least reducing the misinformation. The use of both traditional machine
learning techniques and deep learning approaches for the detection of hostile
communication (a term that embraces both disinformation and hate speech)
has received much attention recently [10, 1, 8], even though the most successful
systems for such a task are those using domain-specific fine-tuning of pre-trained
masked language models (i.e., Transformers architectures). For example, in the
shared subtask focused on COVID-19 Fake News Detection in English, the best
performances were achieved by Transformer-based systems [12].

In this paper, we describe the experiments performed to participate at Fake
News Detection in Spanish Shared Task (FakeDeS 2021) [9] In order to train and
develop the systems, the organizers of this task provide the Spanish Fake News
Corpus, which consists of news compiled from different web sources and covering
several topics, e.g. Economy, Science, Politics, Sport, Health, etc. [13]. The final
test corpus provided by the organizers for evaluation contains news on COVID-
19, a specific topic which was not including in the train and development corpora.
The task consists of deciding if a piece of news is real or fake by considering both
the title and body text of the news.

In this paper, in order to accomplish the Fake News Detection in Spanish
Shared Task, we compare several strategies that make use of BERT-based models
[4]. One of the proposed strategies is hybrid as they compute semantic similarity
by combining BERT-based models with linguistic heuristics. This turned out to
be our best model in the test dataset, and the sixth best model in the shared
task, out of 21 participants.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe
the proposed methods. Experimental results and discussion are addressed in
section 3, while section 4 reports the conclusion of the current study as well as
future work.

2 The Strategies

As it has been said, our aim is to compare several BERT-based strategies by
making use of the training data provided by the organizers of Fake News De-
tection in Spanish Shared Task, which is part of Iberian Languages Evaluation
Forum (IberLEF 2021) [11].

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, known as BERT
[4], is a bi-directional transformer-based language model learning information
from left to right and from right to left. As any language model, it can be
used to extract high quality language features from input text, but it can also
be fine-tuned on specific NLP tasks such as entity recognition, classification,
question answering, sentiment analysis, or claim verification in fact checking.
In the experiments described in the next section, we will use BERT with three
different strategies:



Fine-tune model: In the fine tuning strategy, we add a dense layer on
top of the last layer of the pre-trained BERT model and then train the whole
model by making use of the task specific dataset. Pre-trained BERT model has
been fine-tuned in order to conduct the binary classification task to fake news
detection.

Sentence similarity: BERT is also able to extract both contextualized word
embeddings and sentence embeddings from text in order to compute semantic
similarity between complex expressions or sentences. For the particular task at
stake, we compare the target news of the test set with news labeled as fake in
the training dataset and those labeled as real. Comparison consists in compute
sentence similarity between the target news and all labeled news of the training
data. The target news is classified as fake if the average of sentence similarities
with fake news is exceeding the average of sentence similarities with real news.
It is classified as real if the opposite situation arises.

Hybrid strategy: This uses the output of the previous method in order to
identify the borderline cases, that is, those news that were classified as either
fake or real with a low value (this value was set empirically). These borderline
cases were then reclassified by using linguistic cues, such as size of the news, the
presence of sentences written in capital letters, or specific fake statements (e.g.,
5G...) in the body text of the news.

To compare these systems with traditional machine learning methods, we
also performed tests with a Naive Bayes classifier. For this purpose, we used
the system we implemented in a previous work for the task of bot detection [6],
which relies on Linguakit [5] for tokenization and extraction of n-grams.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

The datasets provided by the organizers consists of three partitions: train, de-
velopment, and test. The train dataset consists of 676 labeled news containing
264K words. The development dataset consists of 295 news with 126K words,
while the test dataset consists of 572 news with 190K words, the first being used
for preliminary experiments and configuration of the systems, and the second
one for final evaluation. The systems submitted to the shared task for final eval-
uation were trained by merging both the train and development datasets: 971
news with 391K words.

It should be noticed that we did not made use of any external source of
knowledge or other annotated datasets to fine tune the models

3.2 Systems Configuration

Both fine tuning and sentence similarity strategies were performed with BETO
[3], a pre-trained model for Spanish with 12 layers, by making use of Hugging-
face Transformers library [15]. Concerning fine tuning, the training dataset was



Methods F1 devel F1 test

BERT fine tuning 76.55 47.19
Sentence BERT 71.38 -
Sentence BERT + Heur. 73.54 70.1
Naive Bayes 68.58 -

Table 1. Results in F1 of four systems on both development and test datasets.

divided in both train (80%) and validation (20%) file partitions, while the de-
velopment dataset was used as test file. For the official results, train and devel-
opment were merged to build a larger training file.Concerning the use of BERT
for sentence similarity, we built sentence embeddings with a pooling method: it
adds a pooling operation to the output of the Transformer to derive fixed sized
sentence embeddings. The specific pooling strategy we used is the mean of all
output vectors.

3.3 Evaluation

Table 1 shows F1 scores (just for fake values) obtained by our four strategies on
both development and final test datasets. The two strategies submitted to the
shared task, which where the best in the development dataset, are in bold. The
last column (F1 test) stands for the official scores obtained in the final evaluation.
Our best system, the hybrid method, ranked 6th out of 21 participants. This
system has a more stable behaviour than the fine tuned BERT model, whose F1
scores is much lower in the test dataset than in the development one. Traditional
Naive Bayes classifier gives the lowest values on the development dataset. It is
worth noting that the content of the test dataset is very different from that of
the development one as they were built using different topics and journals of
different countries, which makes test classification a very difficult task.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, several classification strategies have been compared for the fake
news detection task on Spanish news. More precisely, we compared recent strate-
gies relying on the use of Transformers, which provide deep semantic models
with contextualized word embeddings. The best result combines BERT-based
sentence similarity with linguistic heuristics. The results were submitted to Fake
News Detection in Spanish Shared Task. Experiments were performed without
considering external sources of knowledge or other annotated datasets.

In future work, we will try to carry out an in-depth analysis of the results
obtained to establish what factors determine the significant difference between
the different strategies with the datasets evaluated. We will also look for other
sources of information and explore more linguistic information so as to improve
the hybrid strategy.
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